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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a metric investigation of the Fuji FinePix Real 3D W1 stereo photo-camera. The stereo-camera uses a
synchronized Twin Lens-CCD System to acquire simultaneously two images using two Fujinon 3x optical zoom lenses
arranged in an aluminum die-cast frame integrated in a very compact body. The nominal baseline is 77 mm and the
resolution of the each CCD is 10 megapixels. Given the short baseline and the presence of two optical paths, the
investigation aims to evaluate the accuracy of the 3D data that can be produced and the stability of the camera. From a
photogrammetric point of view, the interest in this camera is its capability to acquire synchronized image pairs that
contain important 3D metric information for many close-range applications (human body parts measurement, rapid
prototyping, surveying of archeological artifacts, etc.). Calibration values - for the left and right cameras - at different
focal lengths, derived with an in-house software application, are reported together with accuracy analyses. The object
coordinates obtained from the bundle adjustment computation for each focal length were compared to reference
coordinates of a test range by means of a similarity transformation. Additionally, the article reports on the investigation
of the asymmetrical relative orientation between the left and right camera.
Keywords: stereo-camera, calibration, accuracy, 3D modeling
`

INTRODUCTION
In 1838 Sir Charles Wheatstone invented the stereoscope, a device built with two mirrors which showed two separate
images taken from two different points of view. For the first time and in a synthetic way, the device invented by
Wheatsone permitted the illusion of the depth through a pair of images, known now as a stereoscopic pair. Since that
moment, the availability of devices for stereoscopy has required also the realization of instruments able to acquire
simultaneously the two images of the stereoscopic pair. Cameras equipped with two lenses at a fixed distance similar to
the human inter-pupillary distance were built to take stereoscopic images that could be viewed with the stereoscope or as
an anaglyph picture using special glasses. Since its invention, stereoscopy has never been a mass market technology,
being limited to technical applications and use by specialists such as photogrammetric stereo-plotting operators. Even
with the introduction of computers, stereoscopy has been bound to technical applications such as 3D simulators and for
digital photogrammetry (stereo restitution).
Today, thanks to recent technological developments, 3D TVs that use polarized glasses or auto-stereoscopy (eyewearfree) are gradually substituting traditional LCD screens and televisions. At the same time, average consumers are
becoming familiar with 3D contents that are often the core of computer animations, videogames, films, etc. Moreover,
different low cost 3D digital imaging devices (Figure 1) have been introduced in the market for (i) recording scenes that
can be directly viewed in stereo or (ii) producing 3D digital models of simple objects viewable in handheld console and
for visualization issues. A well known publicly accessible example is the digital multimedia guide to the Louvre
Museum1. These low cost devices include 3D mobile phones, cameras and videocameras that use an optical splitter to
record simultaneously a stereoscopic image pair on a unique digital sensor or, alternatively, are built as system that
comprises two separate sensors and lenses mounted in a single body.
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Figure 1. Example of low-cost and consumer-grade passive sensors with 3D capabilities: LG Optimus 3D, HTC EVO 3D,
Nintendo 3DS, JVC GS-TD1 camcorder, Panasonic SDT750 camcorder (above), Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W1,
PointGrey Bumblebee, (below).

Among many passive imaging devices available on the market, the authors decided to investigate the metric capabilities
of a consumer digital stereo-camera: the Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W1. This camera was announced in July 2009 as the
world’s first 3D digital imaging system that lets users enjoy “three dimensional” images without the need of wearing
special 3D glasses.
The camera received the Technical Image Press Association (TIPA) award of the year 2010 as the best imaging
innovation since “it offers an uncomplicated way for consumers to create and perceive 3D images and movies”.
In this contribution, a geometric investigation of the metric capabilities of the Fujifilm Finepix Real 3D W1 as a passive
optical triangulation device is addressed. The calibration and characterization of consumer-grade active and passive
sensors 2-8 is essential in order to evaluate (i) operational performances, (ii) stability and repeatability as well as (iii)
spatial/temporal coverage/resolution. In this article firstly a general description of this low cost device is given, the
arrangement of its components, the technology behind the functionality as well as theoretical errors involved in the
computed 3D data are analyzed and discussed. Laboratory tests performed for geometrical characterization of the optical
sensors are reported in the case of static acquisitions. Precision analyses as well as accuracy tests are performed for
different objects comparing reference measurements with those obtained from the stereo camera. These tests are inspired
by the guidelines suggested by international committees such as the German society VDI/VDE9.

BACKGROUND AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
The understanding of basic theories and best practices associated with the use of a device are fundamental to assess
important characteristics and realize if the device is suited for a specific application. When devices are used by nonexperts, simple and clear protocols of operation should be found to allow a proper use and functioning.
The Finepix Real 3D W1 is mainly designed to allow stereo-vision but its metric potential was immediately clear to the
photogrammetric and vision communities. A visible (or artificially illuminated) 3D point is seen from the twin digital
cameras arranged along a baseline, therefore the simple geometric principle of optical triangulation could be used for
recording and supplying 3D information.
As for all the consumer digital stereo-cameras launched into the market, the Finepix Real 3D W1 features a very small
baseline of about 77 mm. This implies that for an object at a distance of only 0.75 m the intersection angle is very narrow
(ca. 5 degrees) and therefore non-optimal for photogrammetric measurement. This characteristic should not exclude the
camera for accurate measurements but instead only limit its field of applicability on the basis of the required accuracy. In
these terms a theoretical formulation on the potential accuracy achievable with the Fuji device should be made, compared
to experimental tests and disseminated to final users in the form of guidelines and protocols of data acquisition. Because
of the small baseline that characterizes this camera, accurate and reliable procedures for calibrating the optical sensors
and determining their relative exterior orientation must be found. In previous publications10,11, first analyses were
performed to assess the accuracy of this stereo-camera in the absence of control points on the object. Distance
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measurements on a planar test field located first perpendicular to the optical axes and then with the camera tilted up to
approximately 35 degrees were performed. The relative RMSE of 216 measurements of 10 cm long line segments were
reported for different focal lengths. Camera calibration and relative orientation parameters are also reported.
The hereafter reported investigation describes on a more extensive test regarding the accuracy and reliability of the Fuji
consumer-grade stereo camera.
General description of Fuji FinePix Real 3D W1
The stereo-camera uses a synchronized Twin Lens-CCD System to acquire simultaneously two images that are then
viewed on the 3D display on the back of the camera. Two Fujinon 3x optical zoom lenses are mounted in an aluminum
die-cast frame that is integrated in a very compact body which measures only (12 x 7 x 3) cm. The nominal baseline is 77
mm and the resolution of the each CCD is 10 megapixels. Technical specifications are shown in Table 1. As is the case
for many proprietary digital cameras, the spacing or size of the sensor elements is not given and must be estimated
indirectly. From a photogrammetric point of view, the interest in this camera is its capability to acquire synchronized
image pairs that contain important 3D metric information for many close range applications (for example human body
measurement, rapid prototyping and recording archeological artifacts). Given the short baseline of the Fuji Real 3D W1,
our test aims to evaluate the accuracy of 3D data that can be extracted for small and medium size objects.
Table 1. Nominal characteristics of the two cameras of the Fujo Finepix Real 3D W1.

RGB camera
Sensor type
Sensor size
Focal length
Pixel size
Raw image format
FOV H
FOV V

CCD
1/2.3”
6.3-18.9 mm
not available
3648 x 2736 px
46 – 13 degrees
35 – 10 degrees

CHARACTERIZATION CONCEPTS FOR STEREO-TRIANGULATION SYSTEMS
Theoretical precision
Measuring volume

P(X,Y,Z)

Baseline h

Cleft

Cright
//

lXrightlYright,Zright)
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'1

Parallax px
Figure 2. Triangulation system composed of 2 cameras arranged with parallel optical axes.
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In a standard stereo-triangulation system composed of two cameras (or a camera and a projector) arranged in a parallel
optical axes (Fig. 2), naming the principal distance c and the baseline b, it is well known for aerial and close-range
photogrammetry12 that the depth Z is inversely proportional to the parallax px (also known as disparity) according to:
=

∙

(1)

In such a system, the parallax px varies within a range [0, sensor_width] which corresponds to a depth [+∞, Zmin].
The precision (as a measure of uncertainty) of the calculated 3D coordinates of an object point P(X, Y, Z) is different in
the three dimensions. For points located on the xy plane normal to the optical axis at a distance Z from the imaging
sensor, the precision σXY and σZ are defined as follows:
≈
≈

∙

∙

≈

∙

≈
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∙ ∙
∙

(2b)

∙ ∙

where:
- μ is the pixel size of the imaging device;
- σpx is the precision in measuring the parallax px which depends on the precision (fraction of pixels ε) of the image
measurements.
Figure 2 shows the geometric schema of a triangulation device for which the two equation (2a and 2b) hold. One of the
two cameras can be substituted by a projector as in the case of pattern or fringe projector scanners. For the sake of
simplicity, the schema in Figure 2 is specific for the normal case where optical axes are parallel. The stereo-camera
studied in this investigation can be roughly approximated to this schema, at least for general analysis purposes.
Relative orientation of two cameras
In photogrammetry, the relative orientation between two cameras viewing the same scene is the procedure of finding the
five degrees of freedom of one camera relative to the other (one degree of freedom is considered known or fixed). At
least five homologous points have to be observed by the two cameras to solve for the five unknowns by means of the coplanarity equations. An alternative method is to determine the absolute orientation (six degrees of freedom) relative to an
external reference frame for both cameras independently. Then, a roto-translation is computed to make coincident the
external reference frame with one of the two camera reference systems (the left one in general).
In the following equations, the letter G, R, L, indicate respectively the Global, Right camera and Left camera reference
frames. The superscripts specify the reference frame where the quantity is defined, e.g. PG is the position vector of a
expresses the transformation from the coordinate system {i}
generic point P known in the global frame. The notation
to the coordinate system {j}. According to this rule, M is the rotation matrix from the global to the right camera frame
and O represents the origin of right camera frame expressed in the global reference frame. According to this notation,
the coordinates of the point PG known in the global frame can be expressed in the right camera reference frame as
function of the exterior orientation parameters of the right camera:

=
cos cos
= − cos sin
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cos
cos

=

∙
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(5)

=

where (4) and (5) are respectively the rotation matrix containing the orientation angles and the position vector of the right
camera perspective center in the global frame. To perform a relative orientation between the two cameras is equivalent to
re-orienting the global reference system to be coincident with the left camera frame. This transformation is expressed as:
=

=

−
−
−

∙
=
=

=

−

T

∙
∙

∙

−

(6)
(7)
(8)

where (7) and (8) are respectively the rotation matrix (i.e., orientation angles) and coordinates of the right camera in the
left camera reference frame. In other words, equation (8) represents the components of the baseline between the two
cameras in the reference system centered on the left camera. From the above transformation, the exterior orientation
parameters of the chosen camera become null and the exterior orientation of the second camera relative to the first is
obtained. This procedure is convenient when the exterior orientation of the two cameras is known, for example from a
bundle adjustment process. Typically, a self-calibration with coded targets is performed to recover the interior orientation
parameters of the two cameras (or camera and projector) and as a result of the bundle adjustment, the exterior orientation
of the cameras are determined. For a stereo-triangulation camera system which is composed of two cameras fixed to each
other, the relative orientation in theory should be the same for each camera pose. In practice, the presence of errors in the
image measurements or an inappropriate mathematical model (i.e. missing parameters to correct lens distortions) results
in different relative orientations for each camera pose. As many camera poses are generally determined in a selfcalibration procedure, an average relative orientation and other statistical parameters can be computed.

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FINEPIX REAL 3D W1
Theoretical precision of the Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W1 as a passive triangulation device
In Fig. 3b a theoretical diagram of the precision σz as a function of object distance Z is reported, considering an optical
triangulation system whose characteristics are: b=77 mm, f=6.3 mm, μ=0.0017 mm, ε=1 or 1/10 pixel (for manual or
automated image marking measurements, respectively).
Raw data extraction
If used as stereo-camera, the Finepix Real 3D W1 stores the two simultaneous photos in a file format called MPO which
contains the two JPEG images taken by the two cameras. Additional information such as the baseline and the
convergence angle between the cameras are also stored in the MPO format (Fig. 3c). The single JPEG files for the left
and right can be extracted with proprietary and third party software.
Retrieving technical characteristics and initial parameter approximations
As mentioned previously, the pixel size is not given by the manufacturer. An approximate value can be derived both
from the factory specifications for a camera with 1/(2.3) inch sensor optical format and from the information contained in
the exif tag. A value of 1.7 µm for the pixel size can be assumed, as shown in Table 2.
Camera calibration
The camera has two motorized zoom lenses that are simultaneously controlled by a stick/lever. The focal length can
assume ten different values in approximately equally spaced steps. The investigation/characterization was carried out at
three different focal lengths: (i) widest setting, (ii) central setting (widest +4 steps), (i) tele setting (widest +9 steps that is
the maximum focal length).
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FUJI FINEPIX REAL 3D W1 WIDEANGLE FOCAL SETTING - THEORETICAL PRECISION IN DEPTH DETERMINATION
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Figure 3. a) The Fujifilm Finepix Real 3D W1. b)Theoretical behavior of the precision σz as a function of the object’s
distance Z and image measurement precision for the Finepix Real 3D W1 at widest zoom setting. c) Additional
information stored in the MPO format.

Table 2. Derivation of approximate values for the pixel size of the Fujifilm Finepix Real 3D W1.

Factory specifications

Exif tag

(1/(2.3)” sensor optical format)
Sensor_x_dimension
[mm]

6.17

FocalPlaneResolutionUnit
[cm]

1

Sensor_y_dimension
[mm]

4.55

-

-

Image_x_dimension
[pixel]

3648

FocalPlaneXResolution
[pixel]

5952

Image_y_dimension
[pixel]

2736

FocalPlaneYResolution
[pixel]

5952

pixel_x_dimension
[µm]

Sensor_x_dim
= 1.69
Image_x_dimension

pixel_x_dimension
[µm]

FocalPlaneResolutionUnit
= 1.68
FocalPlaneXResolution

pixel_y_dimension
[µm]

Sensor_y_dim
= 1.66
Image_y_dimension

pixel_y_dimension
[µm]

FocalPlaneResolutionUnit
= 1.68
FocalPlaneYResolution

Additionally, to investigate the possibility of in-camera distortion corrections or special zoom optical design due to the
small space in the camera body (see patent Fujinon bifocal imaging optical system and imaging apparatus13), suspected
to be only on the widest setting, a fourth calibration was made: (iv) widest +1 step.
A bundle adjustment with self-calibration procedure was used to compute the interior orientation with additional
parameters following the Brown model14. The test field shown in Figure 4a was imaged from 8 different positions
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approximately located on a hemisphere to assure optimal intersections between rays. The images were framed to fill the
whole image format. The focus setting was forced to be fixed for a unique distance by pre-focusing on a high contrast
target Siemens star located at fixed distance from the camera and re-composing on the test field just before taking the
image pair. This was necessary to reduce the principal distance variation during the image acquisition, as the camera
cannot lock the focus on a predefined distance. For each station three images, one in landscape and two in portrait
position, were taken to guarantee roll diversity that reduces correlations between parameters during self-calibration
procedures6. The images were acquired in order to guarantee that the whole sensor area was evenly covered by image
observations (Fig. 4c). The procedure was repeated for each focal length setting chosen for the calibration. The test field,
approximately 800 mm x 800 mm x 100 mm, has 107 circular coded targets, 80 located on the main plane and 37 on 10
raised sections attached to it (ca. 10 cm high). The 3D coordinates of the test field are periodically measured with
photogrammetry and geodetic measurements with an accuracy of σxyz ≈ 0.030 mm where the plane OXY is the main
plane of the test field while the Z axis points toward the camera. The coordinates of these points are used as reference for
calculating the RMSE of the computed 3D coordinates.
a)

b)

c)
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Figure 4. Test field used for self-calibration (a), network geometry (b) and image point distribution within the image frame (c).

Different photogrammetric packages were used to compute the calibration parameters by means of a free network
photogrammetric bundle adjustment. From each MPO image file, two separate JPEG files (one for the left and one for
right camera) were exported using the proprietary software. The left and right cameras were calibrated separately, then a
unique bundle adjustment was performed with both cameras in the network. The results of the network adjustment at
each zoom settings are summarized in Table 3. It is worth noting that for the widest focal length, the bundle adjustment
did not converge if the affinity factor was not included.
Figure 5 shows the distortion profiles for the two cameras. It is evident from the graphs of the lens distortion that the
lenses used in the stereo camera have typical profiles for consumer level digital cameras15. The radial lens distortion is
consistent for the left and right cameras, which is expected for matched lenses, as radial distortion is primarily a function
of lens design. The decentering lens distortion varies between the two cameras, as this is primarily a function of co-axial
centering of the lens elements. It is also apparent that the magnitude of the distortion profiles is varying in a consistent
manner as the principal distance is changing, which again is consistent with previous studies16,17. However what is
unusual in these results is the very large magnitude of the decentering distortion profile, particularly at the widest field of
view setting, indicating a low quality lens assembly, a special zoom optical design13 or possibly correlations between
parameters in the network solution.
The target coordinates obtained at each focal length from the bundle adjustment computation were compared to the
reference coordinates by means of a similarity transformation. The RMSE of the transformation are reported in Table 3
(rows RMSE_XY and RMSE_Z). For most of the configurations, the RMS error is significantly larger than the
theoretical prediction for the precision of the XYZ coordinates. The discrepancies are most prominent for the widest and
telephoto fields of view. In general it is likely that the differences are caused by a combination of factors such as a
parameter correlations, systematic errors and an optimistic estimate of the image measurement precision factor ε.
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Table 3. Summary of the results for the network adjustments at each zoom setting.

Focal Length settings
Main characteristics of
the bundle adjustment
Focusing distance [m]
Average GSD [mm]
Average intersecting angle per point [degrees]
Format percentage covered by image observations
Image marking residual RMS [pixel]
Computed precision σXY [mm]
Computed precision σZ [mm]
RMSE_XY [mm]
RMSE_Z [mm]

Widest

Widest + 1

1.2
0.2
74
95
0.27
0.006
0.013
0.045
0.060

1.3
0.25
84
94
0.21
0.008
0.024
0.025
0.034

Widest focal length
d

Central
(Widest + 4)
1.5
0.2
74
95
0.18
0.007
0.021
0.032
0.057

Tele
(Widest + 9)
3
0.2
74
94
0.22
0.004
0.009
0.039
0.068
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Figure. 5: Distortion curves for left (solid line) and right (dashed line) cameras.
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Table 4. Comp
parison of relattive orientation results at each zoom settings.
RIIGHT camera relative orienttation
Widest
Asymmetrical
relative
orientation
parameterrs

Wid
dest + 1

Cen
ntral
(Wideest + 4)

Teele
(Widesst + 9)

Value

Std

Value

Std

Value

Std

Value

Std

X [mm]

77.360933

0.2811

77.35552

0.2099

77.46489

0.2490

77.73056

0.8565

Y [mm]

-0.831299

0.2595

-0.76463

0.2438

-0.88389

0.2478

-0.77487

0.57080

Z [mm]

-1.156000

0.3874

-1.07008

0.8223

-1.22961

0.7794

-1.87968

2.0964

ω [degreess]

0.2359988

0.0211

0.237254

0.0218

0.199681

0.01270

0.114768

0.0143

φ [degreess]

2.7688777

0.0161

2.818508

0.0150

2.778874

0.0108

2.781689

0.0149

κ [degreess]

0.1472288

0.0069

0.143614

0.0055

0.157231

0.0034

0.147984

0.0088

The relative oorientation paarameters com
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ween the calib
bration param
meters and exteerior orientation parameterss
such as baseliine (Figure 7aa) and the affinity term (Figgure 7b). The variation in th
he baseline (FFigure 7a) is not
n statisticallyy
significant (Student’s t-testt) and once mo
ore indicates ggood stability for the relativ
ve orientation..
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From Figure 77b and Figuree 8, it is eviden
nt that the affi
finity factor caannot be negleected especiallly when using
g the camera at
a
the widest fieeld of view. As
A noted abovee, the large m
magnitude of th
he affinity term
m may be a fa
factor in the sccale variationss
between the nnominal and derived
d
princip
pal distances. Figure 9 show
ws the variatio
on in the princcipal point loccation in the X
and Y image space coordinnates, variatio
on typical of a zoom lens16,117. The smooth variation is a function off the change inn
the positioninng of the lens elements
e
and slight non-perrpendicularitiees between the optical axess and the imag
ge planes.
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SIN
NGLE PAIIR ACCUR
RACY TES
STS
D W1 for 3D data measurem
ments, differeent tests were performed.
p
To assess the accuracy of thhe Fujifilm Fiinepix Real 3D
Single point accuracy testt
The test aimss to investigaate the accuracy of 3D cooordinates usin
ng a single im
mage pair withh different caalibrations andd
exterior orienntation parameters. The tesst field shownn in Figure 4aa was imaged
d with a singlle image pair acquired at a
distance of abbout 1.2 m. The
T expected theoretical acccuracy for au
utomatic imag
ge measurem
ments (ε=0.2 pixel)
p
is σXY =
0.056 mm, σZ = 0.857 mm and σXYZ = 0.861
0
mm.
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Different setss of parameterrs are used to simulate
s
the uuse of the cam
mera in commo
on operative sccenarios:
A) calibbrations and mean
m
exterior orientations
o
frrom the uniqu
ue bundle adju
ustment obtainned using equaations 6-8;
B) calibbrations from the unique bu
undle adjustmeent, image oriientation on 9 points well ddistributed on the object andd
scaliing based on the
t distance off the two cameeras from the mean baseline obtained usiing equation 8;
8
C) non--expert scenarrio: the MPO is imported inn the free softw
ware Agisoft Stereoscan. T
The images are oriented andd
calibbration parameeters refined, the scaling is automatically
y assigned on the basis of th
the stored valu
ue which is 777
mm.
To assess thee accuracy of these differen
nt scenarios, ccalibrations an
nd exterior orrientation paraameters were imported in a
photogrammeetric software, the circular targets of thhe test field were
w
marked on
o the image pair and triaangulated withh
forward interrsection throuugh least squaares adjustmennt. The achieeved 3D coordinates were compared to the referencee
points by meeans of a sim
milarity transfo
ormation and then a RMS
SE was calcullated. The tesst shows the best accuracyy
achievable wiith a single paair and automaatic image meeasurements with
w 0.2 image measurementt precision. All
A the methodss
such as scale bars or contrrol points on the
do not requiree reference measurements
m
t object. Thhe test was rep
peated over ann
extended periiod to assess the
t stability of the results oover time: the camera calibrration was perrformed in No
ovember 20111
and the same parameters were
w used for th
he successivee tests.
Table 5. Summ
mary of the RM
MS errors betweeen the test fieldd reference targ
get coordinates and the stereo ccamera measureements.
Test Verrsion

R
RMSE
X [mm]]

RMSE Y [mm]

RMSE
R
Z [mm]

RMSE_V
VECTOR_LEN
NGTH [mm]

A_NOV
V2011

1.189

1.0051

0.757

1.758

B_NOV22011

0.647

0.5566

0.888

1.236

C_NOV22011

3.330

1.9959

5.027

6.340

A_FEB22012

1.736

1.5543

0.902

2.491

B_FEB22012

0.587

0.4494

1.278

1.491

C_FEB22012

1.826

3.4498

4.889

6.283

A_MAR
R2013

3.690

3.7707

1.478

5.435

B_MAR
R2013

0.463

0.4484

0.855

1.086

C_MAR
R2013

4.523

4.7783

5.315

8.461
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For the scenaario B, only the
t image orieentation was rrecomputed while
w
for scen
nario C the M
MPO files werre imported inn
Agisoft Stereooscan and thee orientation an
nd adjustmentt of calibration
n parameters was
w performeed again.
The results arre summarizedd in Table 5 where
w
there aree two notable trends. First, method C bas
ased on the Ag
gisoft solutionn,
has a consisteently poorer RMS
R
error du
ue to the inaddequate param
meterization of
o the solutionn and the usee of a nominaal
baseline. Seccond, there iss a general deterioration in the RMS errrors with timee, as it could bbe expected because
b
of thee
inevitable drift in the calibrrations and reelative orientattion of the cam
meras. Method B produces the most con
nsistent resultss,
most probablyy because of the re-orientaation of the caameras based
d on the 9 welll distributed points. Only in one or twoo
cases is there reasonable aggreement betw
ween the actuaal and predicteed precision fo
or the Z coorddinates of the targets.
t
uted point clooud
Flatness meaasurement errror of compu
One of the beest potentialitiees of a stereo--camera is thaat once the relaative exterior orientation off the two cameeras is knownn,
3D measurem
ments can be easily
e
perform
med. This is paarticularly suittable for autom
matic image m
measurementss such as poinnt
cloud generattion. In this test
t the accuraacy of a poinnt cloud generrated using th
he exterior ori
rientation obtaained with thee
methods B annd C describedd in the previo
ous paragraph is assessed.
In this test thhe stereo-cam
mera was posiitioned with tthe optical ax
xis orthogonal to a planar surface (who
ose flatness iss
certified) at a distance of about
a
1 m. A random
r
texturre was projectted on it using
g a DLP projeector and an im
mage pair wass
acquired. Thee point cloudds were comp
puted with im
mage matching
g algorithm and
a a flatnesss measuremen
nt error11 wass
computed as residuals froom the best fitting plane evaluated from the pointt cloud. Figuure 10 depictts the flatnesss
measurement errors respectively for the scenarios B oon the left and
d C on the righ
ht. From a globbal analysis of
o the residualss
from the bestt fitting plane and their possition within tthe captured area,
a
it is evid
dent that som
me systematic effects can bee
readily identified for the method
m
C. Theese systematicc errors can arrise from an in
ncomplete or inappropriate mathematicaal
model or inccorrect calibrration parameeters. This w
was likely duee to the inco
omplete or ppoorly estimatted additionaal
parameters coomputed by Agisoft
A
Stereo
oscan. For thee method B on the left systematic errorss are less evid
dent, the error
follows a Gauussian distribuution and the magnitude
m
off noise is in the order of the one expectedd from theorettical precisionn.
This test is noot able to poinnt out in-planee errors, such aas scale effectts.
a
a)

b)

Figuure 10. Flatnesss measurement errors respectiv
vely for the scen
narios B (a) andd C (b).

3D modelingg of a small sttatue
To assess thee accuracy forr 3D modeling purposes ussing dense im
mage matching
g methods, a 35–centimeteer high bust inn
white opaquee plastic materrial was choseen. The Fuji R
Real 3D W1 was
w arranged on a tripod onn a side of a DLP
D projector
used to projecct a random pattern
p
on the bust (Figure 111a). The cam
mera was at an
n average distaance of 0.5m from the bustt.
The ground ssample distancce on the bustt was in this ccase approxim
mately 0.1 mm
m. 31 stereo-ppairs were acq
quired rotatingg
the bust at equually spaced angular
a
intervals through 3660 degrees.
The collectedd stereo-pairs were processsed following the methods A and C previously reporrted. For the method
m
A, thee
interior and eexterior orienttation were converted for tthe PMVS2 matching
m
software18 and a series of point clouds wass
generated. Eaach point clouud comprised about 200,0000 points. Th
he point cloud
ds were cleaneed, triangulated and finallyy
aligned with aan ICP algoritthm. A final trriangular meshh of about 1 million
m
polygo
ons was obtainned (Figure 11
1b).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

o the 35 cm hhigh statue useed to assess thee accuracy for 3D modeling purposes
p
of thee
Figure 11. aa) Random patttern projected on
Fujifilm Reaal 3D W1. b) 3D
3 model generrated the Fujifiilm Real 3D W1adopting
W
the method A. c) 00.1mm accuratte triangulation-based laser sscanner used as reference. d) 3D model generrated with the trriangulation-bassed laser scanneer.

For the methood C, the singgle triangular meshes weree aligned with
h ICP algorithm
m but the moodel did not close correctlyy,
probably becaause of the sysstematic deforrmations desccribed in the previous sectio
on.
The 3D modeel obtained frrom the method A was com
mpared with the 3D surfacce model deriived using a more
m
accuratee
triangulation--based laser scanner (aboutt 0.1 mm, Figgure 11c and Figure 11d). The model ggenerated with
h the Fujifilm
m
Finepix Real 3D W1 was aligned
a
using an ICP methood to the referrence model hence
h
errors w
were calculated
d as Euclideann
distances of each point of
o the 3D mo
odel to the cllosest triangle. The RMS error is agai
ain commensu
urate with thee
theoretical meeasurement prrecision (Figu
ure 12).

CONCLUS
SIONS AN
ND FUTURE DEVELO
OPMENTSS
A rigorous phhotogrammetrric approach has
h been used to characterizze the Fuji Reeal 3D W1 steereo camera. The
T theoreticaal
precision has been predicted using standard error proopagation, and compared to practical tessting in threee measuremennt
scenarios.
A number of different metthods of determining the reelative orientaation of the tw
wo cameras haas also been teested to assesss
which methodd is the most accurate and to
t identify sysstematic errorrs. The averag
ge relative orieentation comp
puted from thee
bundle adjusttment furnishees the most diirect estimatess of the param
meters withoutt the requirem
ment for refereence targets onn
the object. Thhe most accurrate proceduree requires thaat some pointss on the objecct are visible oon both the im
mages and aree
well distributted over the image formaat. A non-exppert scenario has been inv
vestigated usinng a free com
mputer visionn
software. Som
me tests weree repeated oveer a period off more than one
o year and a good stabillity of interio
or and exterior
parameters w
was ascertainedd for some months whilst oonly the interiior orientation
n parameters w
were really sttable after onee
year. For veryy short distancces, less than 1 m, the cameera can be used 3D measureement as accurrate as 1 mm.
The next phaase of this ressearch projectt is to introduuce constraintts on the baseeline and relat
ative angles in
nto the bundlee
adjustment. D
During this stuudy the baselin
ne constraint w
was tested in the
t bundle adjjustment but tthe results werre inconsistennt
across the diffferent configgurations. Add
ditional devellopment and analysis will be carried ouut and reported in a futuree
paper.
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